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Who are we? The lecturers’ team

• At the intersection between 
building technology and 
architecture: two architects and 
two building engineers

• Three Arup specialists and one 
technology transfer specialist

• Two (ex)lecturers in American 
universities

• Two Brits and two Spaniards

Diego García Setién David Rutter

Archie Campbell Ignacio Fernández Solla

Introduction – C&T Module
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MCH: Constr & Tech Module. What for?

• The aim of the module is to 
understand buildings as 
entities based on the interplay 
of three physical realms: 
- structure, 
- envelope,
- services, 
connected by a process: 
- industrialization.

Introduction – C&T Module
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MCH: Constr & Tech Module. What for?

• At the end of the module, 
students will have understood 
design and construction as 
one continuous process. 

• Design is not possible without 
construction, and vice-versa, if 
our buildings are supposed to be 
real architecture. 

• Students will develop a culture 
of construction in parallel to 
their evolving culture of design.

Introduction – C&T Module
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MCH Constr & Tech Module: Contents

• Building envelope
- Housing and envelope: trends and current practice

- Panel, rain screen, EIFS, windows, and their interfaces

• Industrialization in housing
- Worldwide panoramic view of industrialization applied to housing

- Technology transfer applied to architecture

• Structure: steel, concrete, timber
- Structural decisions for collective housing

- Steel, Precast and in-situ concrete, Timber structures

• Energy: MEP, services and sustainability
- Services in housing: Why? What for? How?

- Energy demand and energy generation. The project of services

Introduction – C&T Module
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MCH Constr & Tech Module: How?

• The seminars will take place from 

3:30pm to 8:00pm, in three 

intervals:

- From 3:30 to 5pm; lecture;

- From 5:15 to 6:15pm; case study 

- references;

- From 6:30 to 8:00pm; lecture

• The review sessions will follow the 

same intervals. All teams will 

present every day, with two 

lecturers per day.

• Students to read assigned materials 

and participate in discussions.

Introduction – C&T Module
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C&T teamwork

• 6 teams (4 people each) will be 
created. Rule: diversity!

• Each team has to select a 
residential project from the 21st

century list (case studies).

• Each team has to modify their 
project in location and technology 
terms.

• Design progress will be discussed 
jointly during every session.

Introduction – C&T Module
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C&T teamwork

Introduction – C&T Module

• Each case study will be assigned 

to two groups, in order to be 

relocated in two different places 

and two different technology 

contexts, as follows:

- Continental, humid climate 

zone (D)*, in a highly 

industrialized economy.

- Tropical, wet climate zone (A)*, 

in a modestly industrialized 

economy.

*See Köppen Climate classification:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/K%C3%B6ppen_climate_classification
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C&T teamwork

Introduction – C&T Module

• Students to reconceptualize the 
building’s design strategies in terms 
of envelope, structure and services.

• Students to reconsider construction 
systems and materials, and search 
for an appropriate solution which 
allows to reindustrialize the 
building process, related to the 
available resources in the new 
location.
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C&T, grading criteria

• Research and team design 
activities, 50%

• Quality of teamwork, 25%
_______________________________

• Written style, participation and oral 
presentations, 25%

Introduction – C&T Module



Creating architecture – good or bad – consists of making 
a great number of choices. [Our interest is] getting to 
know what these choices were, what was rejected, as 
well as what was adopted, and why. 

Ove Arup, 1964




